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"Need to quickly shift to support fully remote workforce. With COVID-19, CVS Health suddenly
had to shift its internal communications and training plans to support remote work and
distributed team. Harold was tasked with ramping up his infrastructure to support 375,000
employees who needed training on how to manage through the pandemic crisis.

Need access from anywhere, anytime. Before the pandemic, CVS Health had been using
Qumu's on-premise solution for video communications. However, when everyone left the office
and went home suddenly their was no way to communicate.

Need to quickly, securely, and reliably distribute complex, quickly changing training content.
Also, CVS Health received $11M in government funding to create programs and processes to
help prevent the spread of COVID and arm the team for mass-vaccination operations. Harold
needed to ensure that secure and reliable video training was enabled in order to support his
remote workforce during this challenging time. "
"Harold had to act fast. He partnered with Qumu to migrate his on-premise VCC solution to
Qumu Cloud in 45-days. His immediate focus was enabling executive communications to occur
in a secure, reliable environment and then planning for the requirements of widespread training
for all retail health employees, including closed captioning for live attendees.

Qumu Cloud created a big win for CVS Health by giving the new CEO, who was formerly the
president of acquired Aetna, the ability to provide 5-minute weekly leadership VOD updates to
the entire organization. This was something that Aetna was accustomed to as part of their
communication  practices, but was new to CVS Health post-merger. Prior, it had 4-6 live
company meetings per year, usually an hour long and often with only small fraction of the total
employee based (10% of 100K). Now it could communicate in a more agile manner, with more
frequent and timely information updates.

Another important result of the Qumu Cloud deployment is the ability of CVS Health to hold
large live streams for both internal and external audiences with high reliability and with closed
captioned subtitling using Qumu's integration with CaptionHub. In Feb 2021, CVS Health held a
live stream for 32,000 internal and external stakeholders to communicate vaccination rollout
plans for Covid-19. It was the first of several planned. Though they had 16 technical issues
during the live stream, none was attributed to Qumu. Harold and the CVS Health technical team
consider Qumu a mission critical platform for CVS Health's communications.
"
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